A new 2-Stage and 3-Stage Base offers different height ranges.

- The 2-Stage Base adjust from approx. 24-42”.
- The 3-Stage Base from 22-48”.

*Note: Bench bases available in Platinum Metallic only.*

**HEIGHT ADJUST ENHANCEMENTS**

Xsede Height Adjust includes two separate height-adjustable solutions, Freestanding Desks and Benches.
- Benches (left) are sold as a single unit that includes a height-adjustable base and two worksurfaces.
- Freestanding Desks (right) are a collection of bases and worksurfaces components that are specified separately.

**POWER BEAM ENHANCEMENTS**

- Power Panels (left) are available with above surface screen options of fabric, glass or resin, as well as, below surface tile options of fabric, laminate, and metal.
- Power Beams (center & right) are available with above surface screen options of fabric, glass or resin.

Ceiling Power & Data Poles allow power entry from the ceiling in addition to the floor.

End Panels and Mid Panels can divide space and attach directly to the Power Beam and Power Panel.

Directional connectors allow the Power Beams and Power Panels to create various shape configurations in addition to a straight line.

Worksurfaces can attach directly to the Power Beam and Power Panel for a clean, technology-enabled solution.

Overheads can attach to High Power Beams and Power Panels for additional storage and workspace privacy.